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Abstract

This technical report describes the early progress of the establishment of a human

error analysis method as a part of a human reliability analysis (HRA) method for the

assessment of the human error potential in a given accident management strategy. At

first, we review the shortages and limitations of the existing HRA methods through an

example application. In order to enhance the bias to the quantitative aspect of the HRA

method, we focused to the qualitative aspect, i.e., human error analysis (HEA), during the

proposition of a strategy to the new method.

For the establishment of a new HEA method, we discuss the basic theories and

approaches to the human error in industry, and propose three basic requirements that

should be maintained as pre-requisites for HEA method in practice.

Finally, we test Industrial Accident Dynamics (IAD) which has been widely utilized in

industrial fields, in order to know whether IAD can be so easily modified and extended to

the nuclear power plant applications. We try to apply IAD to the same example case of

accident management strategy and develop new taxonomy of the performance shaping

factors and their influence matrix, which could enhance the IAD method as an HEA

method.
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